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THE PROBLEM: 

 

Asbestos surfaces undergo a  

weathering  process  after  many years 

of exposure  and  a  loose  surface  layer  

develops  which  on  roofs become 

colonized  with  dark  lichen.  

The lichen attacks the cement causing  

exposure  of the asbestos  fibers, the 

surface become unstable and asbestos 

cement sheeting is weakened. 

Scientifically,  these  fibers formed  as  

the  asbestos  crystals  have  three 

cleavage  planes  as  other minerals, but  

in their fibred case there are two 

cleavage  planes  that are much Weaker 

than the third direction and when 

sufficient   force   is   applied   they   

tend  to  break  along   their  weakest 

directions result in linear 

fragmentation pattern and hence a 

fibrous form. 



SANDBLASTING EFFECT: 

 

All the studies made by the western 

specialists   in   environmental   solution   

for asbestos didn’t  focus on a very  

important issue  related  to  high  speed  

wend  carrying Sand,  which commonly 

available here  in the Middle East and in 

Saudi Arabia  in particular, this  movement  

with  high  speed   wind  can release  the  

asbestos  fibers and dust  in  the air   

exactly  like  sand   blasting  procedures, 

and   can   make   environment   pollution  

by spreading  these  fibers  and dust all 

over the surrounding  areas  and  even  far, 

the  windy days  in  the whole year is 

considerably high, any  human  inhaling  

this  dust  and fibers is subjected to 

asbestos diseases. 

This problem occurrence is not negotiable, 

because we all know  that the same wind 

has direct affect  on  the  ceramic coating 

applied on steel elements which  

considered  high performance coating. 



SAND STORM IS SEASONAL CASE IN SAUDI ARABIA 



    ANALYSIS: 
Saudi  Arabia  has   many   buildings 
constructed of asbestos built in 70th& 
80th   these   buildings   are   hangers, 
parking,  schools,  administrative  & 
residential   buildings.   
To  remove it all  it will be a disaster     
of   environment  and  required high 
budget  and  big  land   for   burring 
which will  be  for  ever   prohibited 
land of use. 
The  environmental  analysts expect        
 a budget of 2 billion Saudi Riyals to 
remove all the asbestos materials in 
the  king  dome  in  addition to that, 
the  environmental  disaster  caused  
by this action.  



Significant  health  risk  arises from the  

inhalation  of  airborne asbestos fibers  

and  their  passage  into the lungs. 

Fibers  below  3  micrometers  in  

diameter  are  repairable  and entering 

the deepest  parts  of  lungs.  

Larger  fibers  are deposited  in the nose 

and major airways, all resulting in 

dangerous diseases such as: 

ASBESTOS DISEASES 

1) ASBESTOSIS:  

 

Scarring of lung tissue making it    

difficult to breathe. 



2) LUNG CANCER:  
 

      associated  with  the  inhalation  of  

     asbestos fibers. 

3) MESOTHELIOMA: 
 

It is a cancer of  the lining  of  chest   cavity  

(the pleura)  the most   common   cause   of  

(mesothelioma ) is  exposure  to asbestos. 



 

BLDGTEC has come  up with  new  and advance  solution  totally controlling 

asbestos problems, either need to be removed or by  keeping the building in 

place     and     used   without   and    hazardous    of    asbestos     pollution.  

This    solution   is   environmentally    friendly  and  come  from  the   saying              

“DON’T DISTURB THE  ASBESTOS” 

 

This  is  exactly what happen in removal  option which  starts  by  disturbing     

the asbestos elements  from the first step  of the removal until  the  disposal    

and burring in the ground. 

No  company  specialized  in removal can  guarantee 100% that  the workers 

handling   the  removal  can’t  do  mistakes   or  non – professional  removal 

procedures. 

This  is why  the  removal   option   without   encapsulation    is   considered 

dangerous option and costly option, and some countries  didn’t  take action 

because of the high cost of the removal. 

The      Practical      and    safer      solution     from      our      evaluation    as      

Environmental  Consultants is “ ASPESTOS ENCAPSULATION ”  by    using         

of unique   NUKOTE COATING SYSTEMS.  
 

THE SOLUTION: This Solution save cost from 60-70% and garantted zero asbestos 

In any building after encapsulation, we recommend this solution  

environmentally and economically 



“ASPESTOS ENCAPSULATION”  is  defined  as  the treatments  of  asbestos   containing   

materials    (ACM)  with   Certain    types   of    encapsulants   that    surrounds  or  embed 

asbestos fibers. 

Definition: 

This  is why  the  removal   option   without  encapsulation    is   

considered  

dangerous option and costly option, and some countries didn’t  take 

action because of the high cost of the removal. 

The Practical    and   safer   solution   from   our   evaluation   as   

Environmental  Consultants is “ ASPESTOS ENCAPSULATION ”  by  

using  of unique   NUKOTE COATING SYSTEMS.  
 

It  is well documented that improper removal of asbestos  can  

be far more hazardous than if the asbestos is not removed at 

all. 

 



Our  environmental  Research   and  

Development   find  out  that it could be 

Possible  to contain and  encapsulate  

asbestos  to insure 100% seal with long life, 

more than 30 years, And with  added value to  

the building  such as waterproofing,  

architectural  features and  significant  

support  to  the structure. 

Our   System   of    encapsulation    is   to use  

“NUKOTE COATING SYSTEMS” range  of  

products   and  we  recommend  “Nukote ST”  

because   it  has Very   high   technical   

features   not   comparable with  any coating 

system  ever exist. 

By  applying  this unique  material of  pure  

polyurea  to  overcome  the problem of 

asbestos fibers released, we insure 100%  

asbestos seal. 



BEFORE AFTER 



BEFORE AFTER 



NUKOTE  ST  is   comply   to  ASTM  P189  specification  for encapsulation   of   

friable   asbestos   containing  materials (ACM) and to the Department of Public 

Health, specification     requirements for asbestos encapsulation code 19a- 332a- 8 . 

THE TREATMENT : 
1. All loose  and  hanging  asbestos containing 

materials shall be adequately wetted and 

removed. 

2. Surface to  be  coated  with  Nukote  System  of  

encapsulation must  be  clean,  sound,  and  free  

from  laitance  e. g.,  grease,  oils…etc. 

3. Filler  materials  of  non  asbestos  products  will  

be  applied to Gaps  and  minor  cracks must  be 

repaired by using Nukote BF 

 

4. Apply a suitable biocide, if necessary, for fungal 

accumulations and on areas subjected to any 

organic growth. 

5. Applications: By using special  types of airless 

spray machines such as manufactured by 

GlassCraft, Gusmer and Garco. 

6. Apply first coat of Nukote EP primer of thickness 

of 60 microns. 

7. Apply  Nukote  ST  encapsulant,  for  a thickness  

of  1mm (1000 microns) 



 

- Two  components  pure  polyurea  with 100% 

solids. 

- Reinforce  the  physical  properties  of  asbestos. 

- UV  resistant  and  has  a  thermal  stability. 

- Excellent  chemical  resistance,  e.g., solvents, 

acids, caustics .etc. 

- Excellent  corrosion  protection. 

- Excellent  elongation  properties  up  to  430% 

- Applied  in  temperature  -30 c  to  170 c. 

- Fast  reactivity  and  cure  time  with  no  

catalyst. 

- Excellent  weathering  conditions  resistant. 

- Has  no  volatile  organic  compounds  ( zero 

VOC) 

- Environmentally  Friendly ,  it  has  been 

approved  for  use in food 

  processing  plants. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 



Work Force: 

BLDGTEC has in its Priority to 

implement  saudization program which 

allow trained Saudi technicians and 

workers to develop the chances of 

work in very advance fields like Oil& 

Gas, Petrochemical, water, power, 

Construction and environmental 

solutions. 

By joint partnership and collaboration 

program with the government sector in 

the field of asbestos encasulation we 

will give the chance to many Saudi 

workers to be skilled and professional 

in coating applications in the field 

mentioned above. 

 



EQUIPMENT: 

The equipment used to 

implement the project is in 

high technology and 

contain all necessary 

equipment that comply with 

OSHA standard for health& 

safety 



Physical Properties of Nukote ST: 

Test Description 

 

Results 

 

Tensile strength 

 

29.99 M Pa 

 

Elongation ASTM D-412 

 

430% 

 

Solid by volume 

 

100% 

 

Volatile Organic Compounds 

 

0 g/l 

 

Mixing Ratio 

 

1A : 1B 

 

Viscosity @ 25 c 

 

A: 689 , B: 650 

 

Fire Rating 

 

Class 2 

 

Accelerated weathering resistant Excellent, No evidence of Cracking 

 



- Gel Time 

 

10-20 sec. 

 

- Tack free 

 

45 sec. 

 

- Post cure 

 

24 hrs. 

 

- Constant Pressure 

 

2000 psi 

 

Processing Properties: 



  BLDGTEC COMPARATIVE STUDY 

Civilization Makers Consultants& Engineers 

بواسطةدراسة مقارنة   

 مكتب صناع الحضارة لالستشارات الهندسية

شركة تكنولوجيا البناءو  

     Asbestos  Encapsulation                  Removal 

Environmentally   Friendly 

By   Containing   ACM  IN  Place 

 

Environmental  risky 

By  Spreading  Of  ACM  In The  Air 

Save  Cost High  Cost 

Save Time Long  process 

Keep   The   Building  For Future   Use   With 

Encapsulated   Asbestos  (100% Seal) and safe  

 

Must be Removed 

Easy  &  Save  During Demolition  And  

Disposal  in case of removal later 

 

Hazardous   During  Demolition  And  

Disposal 

No  Human Mistakes   During  

Removal 

Possible  Human  Mistakes   During   

Removal 

 

Safe  Under  Ground Possible  Leak  Or exposure With  Earth  

Movement  And  Flooding 


